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Region A: Stable X.
Region B: Unstable X, stable horizontal and vertical double Y’s.
Region C: Stable horizontal double Y.
Region D: Stable vertical double Y.
Region E: Stable horizontal and vertical X’s, one unstable intermediate X.
Region F: One stable X, one unstable X, one stable horizontal double Y.
Region G: One stable X, one unstable X, one stable vertical double Y.
Region H: Stable fat horizontal double Y.
Region I: Stable fat vertical double Y.
Region J: Stable fat X.
Region K: Really fat nonunique absolute minima breaking rectangular symmetry, and other equilibria.
Curve PQ: Fold catastrophe line.
Curve PR: Fold catastrophe line.
Point P: Cusp catastrophe.
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Region A: Stable X.
Region B: Unstable X, stable horizontal and vertical double Y’s.
Region C: Stable horizontal double Y.
Region D: Stable vertical double Y.
Region H: Stable horizontal fat double Y.
Region I: Stable vertical fat double Y.
Region J: Fat X.
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Region A: Stable X.
Region B: Unstable X, stable horizontal and vertical double Y’s.
Region C: Stable horizontal double Y.
Region D: Stable vertical double Y.
Region E: Two stable double Y’s, unstable horizontal and vertical X’s, stable intermediate X.
Region F: Stable horizontal double Y, unstable X, stable X.
Region G: Stable vertical double Y, unstable X, stable X.
Curve SUT: fold line.
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